
Follow These Cat Care Tips For Years Of Enjoyment.
 

Your cat probably seems like the most independent animal you've ever seen. They don't

seem to need your attention like a dog might, and they seem self-reliant in almost every way.

That may be so, but your cat still needs some care from you. Here are some cat tips to help

you give your cat the best care. 

 

Create a warm bed for an outdoor or feral cat by lining a banana box with a thick layer of

newspaper. Cut a piece of Mylar to fit the bottom of the box. Put another layer of newspaper

on top. Add usedtire2 . Place the whole box inside a dog house or under a porch where it

can't get wet. 

 

Older cats will appreciate a heated bed; you can use a heated tile to create one! Just get a

tile and heat it up in the oven for a while to place under the cat's bed. Keep the temperature

of the oven at 200 degrees. Wrap it up in a towel and place it under where your cat sleeps.

Change it frequently if you like. 

 

Choose a high quality food. The key to a healthy cat starts with nutrition. Take a look at the

ingredients label. If you look at most "popular" commercial cat foods, you may be surprised to

see the top ingredient listed is corn. Cats are carnivores, so look for a food with a real meat

as the top ingredient. You may pay more up front, but these foods are often more nutritionally

dense, meaning your cat eats less and the bag lasts longer. 

 

Check your cats ears frequently for ear mites. You may notice your cat shaking their head or

scratching their ears a lot if they have them. They are tiny parasites that look like coffee

grounds in your cat's ears. If you have more than one cat, they can also travel from cat to

cat. See a vet before using any medication on them since their ears need properly cleaned

first. 

 

Take your cat to the vet periodically. A lot of cat owners tend to avoid the vet because it can

be harder to get a cat ready to go anywhere she does not want to go! It is also easy to avoid

the vet because cats seem so self-reliant. However, it's smart to get your cat to the vet to

avoid any problems. 

 

If your cat has to have a surgery such as being spayed or neutered, they will need rest when

they come home. recovernotebook is hard to keep a cat from jumping up on furniture, but

necessary to avoid pulling out stitches. Designate an area in your house for your cat to

recuperate where they will be less likely to injure themselves, until they are healed enough to

roam free. 

 

Give cat box liners a try. These may not work for everyone, but they can be helpful if they

work for you. Line the litter box with one of these liners, and then put cat litter in as usual. If it

works correctly, you should be able to gather the liner and dispose of the litter. Unfortunately,

sometimes cats just scratch the liner to pieces as they are doing their business. 
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Do not try to bathe a kitten that is less than four weeks old. It is not very easy for a young

kitten to regulate the temperature of their body. This may result in the kitten getting a chill. To

be on the safe side you should wait between 12 and 16 weeks after they are born to bathe

them for the first time. 

 

Put the right amount of cat litter in the litter box. Some people try to get out of cleaning the

box by putting too much litter in there. Cats don't like walking on sand dunes! Two inches or

so should be sufficient for the cat's needs, and you just have to be vigilant about cleaning the

box out. 

 

Caring for your cat can seem like a thankless job most of the time, but any cat owner is

happy to do it. You just need to use the information in this article to be sure you are doing all

you can for your independent feline companion. If you follow these tips, you might hear more

purring!


